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Introduction

Dear alumni and dear friends of SDL,

Montenegro is, currently, in a deep economic, insti‐
tutional ‐ political, environmental, cultural – general
social crisis. This situation additionally complicates
the lack of dialogue, as the only manner to overcome
the challenges that lie ahead. The total absence of com‐
munication, the opposition’s boycott of public institu‐
tions, with divisions at all levels, make already
complicated process more complex.

However, seems that the more severe tensions are
yet to come. Both social tensions, caused by increas‐
ingly difficult economic situation, and political ten‐
sions caused by steps that will inevitably happen. Like
one of the most significant decisions since the state has
gained independence – the decision on NATO accession.

As if "conflicted parties” are not (or do not want to
become) aware that only continuous and constructive
dialogue can result in compromise and move forward.
Everything else becomes pointless and repeated rheto‐
ric that draws us back or forces us to stagnate. Radical‐
ization of relations cannot have positive consequences
for any side, and at least for citizens.

Therefore, it is necessary to join forces and jointly
identify and start the process to overcome obstacles, in
order to finalize several years long process of stagna‐
tion. One of the unavoidable steps on this road is cer‐
tainly ‐ learning. Only through improvement of
capacities and constant education, we can be prepared
to face with all the future challenges. This is what the
School of Democratic Leadership advocates for, since
its establishment. Our mandate implies encouraging of
actors who currently are, or will become a part of the
political and social elite. The elite that will have signifi‐
cant influence on democratization process and that will
be example of dialogue and cooperation. Their articles
in this edition of the Bulletin are the best testimony.

Sanja Rašović, 
coordinator SDL
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bership (fulfillment of the membership standards on the
scale from 1 to 5 achieved only 2,82 in the Report from
November 2016) and neither EU is ready for new mem-
bers. It can be expected that the readiness will be achieved
until the end of negotiating process, when the other side
should be prepared for access of new members.

 What chapters You consider as the most challeng‐
ing in the following period and why?    

Firstly, competition policy, due to the assistance of the
state, and its requiring standards for opening and future stan-
dards for closing of this chapter. Second- protection of envi-
ronment due to its long-term investments and the
transitional periods. Third – regional policy and coordination
of structural instruments, for the needs of strengthening of
capacities and new knowledge for responsibilities that will
rise from the membership. The fourth – chapters 11 and 12 re-
lated to agriculture, rural development and food security.
Horizontal question that should not be neglected is the ques-
tion of administrative capacities or optimization of public ad-
ministration and managing of public finances. 

 What benefits Montenegro can expect in the fol‐
lowing period of the accession process and can citi‐
zens expect better living standard?
Presumption of economic prosperity is still strength-
ening of European values on the Balkan, but before that
– preservation of peace, safety and security. These are
the true values that we, unfortunately, have to return
constantly and have to defend on historical unstable
soil of the Western Balkan. If we preserve this, we can
only then speak about the benefits of integrations. 
Before the accession process, the EU helps. More in-
vestments in regional infrastructure can be expected
through the Berlin process, which is good for economic
and any other connections of the enlargement coun-

INTERVIEW
Prof GORDANA ĐUROVIĆ
Professor at the Economy Faculty and the first Minister of European Integrations  
gordana@t‐com.me

 How would You describe the current readiness
of Montenegro for access to the EU and the progress
in this process?  

For four and a half years of negotiations, Montene-
gro has opened 26 negotiating chapters. Out of this
number, two have been temporarily closed, while two
rule of law chapters have been “deeply” monitored
through comprehensive action plans, with 83 transi-
tional measures. So called balance clause has not been
activated until nowadays. This is surely significant dy-
namics of negotiating processes that has been
achieved. The greatest challenge becomes the closing
of negotiating chapters. For 22 opened negotiating
chapters, without the rule of law, it is important to ful-
fill 56 closing measures, which is surely the greatest
challenge in the future period. In other words, accord-
ing to comparative experiences in previous cycles of
negotiations with the EU, Montenegro lags in dynam-
ics of closing the chapters or fulfillment of indicators
for their closing and confirmation of fulfillment of the
EU standards in these fields. Ambitions of Montenegro
are to open all chapters until the end of this year, ie.
remaining seven that can be opened in this phase.
What misses is so called accession financial account
that should be prepared and integrally monitored until
finalization of negotiation process. The audit of the ac-
cession program for the period after 2018 should surely
include financial and economic and social analysis of
Montenegrin investment into the EU accession.
To finalize this, Montenegro is not prepared for the mem-

Lagging behind in dynamics of closing 
chapters and fulfillment of the EU standards 

The biggest challenge is closing of negotiating chapters.
For 22 opened negotiation chapters, without the rule of
law, it is important to fulfill 56 closing indicators, which
is surely the biggest challenge in the following period.
In other words, according to comparative experiences
in previous cycles of negotiations with the EU, Montene-
gro lags in dynamics of closing the chapters or fulfill-
ment of indicators for their closing and confirmation of
fulfillment of the EU standards in these fields.
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tries, on the joint road towards the Union.
Deepening of the CEFTA agreement may reduce non-
tariff and administrative barriers to the trade, liberalize
services, equal the frameworks of qualifications and
recognition of diplomas, protect the right of intellec-
tual property and still liberalize procurement, induce
mobility and investments.
Consensus on development policy, good climate for in-
vestments and tourism, with the EU standard shall
lead to opening of new job positions, in both services
and production and agriculture. With the fulfillment
of these goals, in the framework of integration process,
gradually grows the living standard of citizens.

Next year will be full of challenges 

 What do You think about the future of the European community, bearing in mind the existence of
the theory that brings its survival and stability in issue? Do You believe there can be certain  changes in
comparison with the actual situation?

Until the end of 2017, position of the EU will be clearer, especially in terms of the consolidation strategy
and confirmation of positions of the member countries about what Union they want to strengthen. In this re-
gards, even 2018 will be full of challenges but this process has to be finished before the next elections for the
European Parliament, so that the new mandate of the EU institutions would be clearer as well as the depth
and width of further integration process.

 To Your opinion, when will Montenegro become
the EU member and what are the main reasons that
put this as the condition?         

Montenegro is deeply in the integration process, but
a lot of things should be done. It is not only fulfillment
of standards for closing of chapters, but achievement
of overall readiness for the membership, for both public
institutions and private sector and Montenegrin entre-
preneurships, local communities, education sector, etc.
This process will last a couple of years. The European
Union needs at least this time o consolidate and re-
spond to all current challenges. If these two processes
lead to the same goal and voluntary selection, condi-
tions of the membership will be fulfilled and our strate-
gic foreign – political goal will be achieved.

Sanja Rašović
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MERIMA BAKOVIĆ
Adviser on legal matters to the Prime Minister
merima.bakovic@gsv.gov.me

The Criminal Procedure Code from 2009 has intro-
duced a number of new criminal and process in-

stitutes that did not exist earlier in Montenegrin legal
system. Among them is plea bargaining.
Plea bargaining had been transferred into European
law from Anglo-Saxons and originates from American
court practice – where the percent of completion of
criminal cases by conclusion of plea bargaining is more
than 90 percent.
This institute has been introduced in Montenegrin
criminal procedural legislation in order to improve the
efficiency of criminal proceedings, faster resolution of
cases and also to reduce costs. Implementation of this
institute should not jeopardize the interests of legality
and justice, and the protection of fundamental rights
of entities in criminal proceedings.
The Criminal Procedure Code regulates the institute
of plea bargaining in a manner that prescribes the con-
ditions and procedures for its conclusion. Concluding
the plea bargaining, the suspect or defendant fully ad-
mits the criminal offense for which is charged, or, ad-
mits one or more criminal offenses committed and
which are the subject of charges; while accused and the
public prosecutor agree on the amount of a fine and
other criminal sanctions that will be imposed to the
defendant, in accordance with the provisions of the
Criminal Code, the costs of the criminal proceedings
and property and legal request, denial of parties and
lawyer of the right to appeal against the court decision,
rendered on the basis of plea bargaining, when the
court fully accepted the agreement.
Plea bargaining contains the obligation of the defendant
to return the property in a due time, earned by the execu-
tion of the criminal offense, and all the items that have to
be seized according to the Criminal Code of Montenegro.
Communication is possible only between the public
prosecutor and the suspect or accused person. 
Public prosecutor can give the proposal for the conclu-
sion of the plea bargaining to the suspect, defendant
and a lawyer; or the suspect, defendant and a lawyer
may propose conclusion of the plea bargaining to the
public prosecutor. Plea bargaining can be concluded
for the crimes that are prosecuted ex officio, except the
criminal acts of terrorism and war crimes. This is the
novelty that has been introduced by the Law on
Amendments of the Criminal Procedure Code in June
2015. According to previous Criminal Procedure Code
communication was possible only between the public

prosecutor and the accused, for the offenses punished
to up to ten years imprisonment sentence. Such a lim-
itation of implementation of the plea bargaining was
justified because it was a completely new legal mech-
anism, which required a certain necessary caution at
the beginning of implementation.
Plea bargaining has to be concluded in written form
and signed, and may be submitted at the first hearing
before the first instance court.
The court shall decide by a ruling whether an agreement on
plea bargaining should be rejected, dismissed or accepted. 
The court shall accept an agreement  on the plea bar-
gaining and render a decision, which is in line with  the
contents  of  the  agreement,  if  it  establishes that the
accused person confessed to the criminal offence  or
offences s/he is charged with voluntarily and con-
sciously, that the confession is in line with the  evi-
dence contained in the case files and that there is no
possibility that the confession was made as a conse-
quence of an error; that the agreement was concluded
in accordance with the law; that  the  accused  person
understands the consequences of the agreement, and
particularly that s/he waives the right to a trial and
right to an appeal against the decision of the court ren-
dered on the basis of the agreement; that  the  agree-
ment  does  not  violate  the  rights  of  the  injured
party and that the agreement is in line with the inter-
ests of fairness and the  sanction  serves  the  purpose
for  which  criminal  sanctions are imposed.

Implementation of the plea 
bargaining rises

53 agreements on plea 
bargaining until nowadays 

Since February 2010, when implementation of
agreement on plea bargaining started, public
prosecutors started the implementation very
carefully. So, in 2010, only three agreements were
concluded. However, number of plea bargaining
agreements rose from year to year, and in 2015,
public prosecutors concluded even 53 agreements
on plea bargaining.

Bearing in mind the above mentioned, it may
be concluded that the trend of rise of implemen-
tation of the institute in practice is evident and
that implementation of plea bargaining has be-
come successful at all levels of public prosecution.
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GORAN RADONJIĆ 
DEMOS, MP
podgorica@demos.org.me

The ruling party in Montenegro, the successor of the
former Communists Union, created unequal con-

ditions for citizens with the number of practical and
symbolic procedures. Membership in the Communists
Union was the formal condition to gain public function,
and generally for the social promotion. But almost three
decades, we apparently live in a democratic and plural-
istic society, where the essence of lack of freedom has
not been changed. It only got more perfidious forms.
It is not a secret that nowadays in Montenegro loyalty to
the ruling party is not necessary only for the social pro-
motion, but has already become the condition for em-
ployment, in both state and local administration, as well
as in most private companies. We have already heard
countless times quite bare and arrogant statements from
officials how "our" have been employed, "those who are
loyal to the country." The scandalous phrase "one em-
ployee, four votes" extends the dependence from the rul-
ing party from fidelity to the negative activism: in order
to be employed, a citizen in today's Montenegro, the
pro-European and democratic state, must to provide
three more voice, besides his own, preferably votes of
their own family and friends. A citizen then faces a ter-
rible dilemma: either to become an accomplice in the
pyramid of immorality, who turns its neighbors into
slaves, who resist such a system and refuse to serve it; or
to condemn himself to permanent exclusion from the
society and to an uncertain existence. 
This does not mean that all who have been employed
are necessarily members of the ruling party, and all un-
employed opposition. A large number of people is
forced to the Orwellian doublethink, constant vigilance
in behavior and communication, because, if anyone
expresses dissatisfaction with the regime or the sym-
pathy for the opposition, the punishment will be
harsh. The fate of people who have recently been the
part of the government, but switched to opposition,
has been given as the cruel example. When we read
that the staff of the recent small member of the rul-
ing coalition were expelled from mostly managerial
positions, we have to remember that this was already
done long ago with those who were on the side of
the opposition in any form. There is no one from the
opposition today, who has to ingratiate with the al-
leged reorganization and increasing efficiency.
If you ask the functionaries of minority parties, who
are authorities now, how they can be part of such a

regime, they will tell you, privately and informally, how
many their people they managed "to secure ", ie to em-
ploy. Of course, they are aware that the result of disobe-
dience is the revenge.
The resistance to such a society of civic immorality is
the basic civic duty. Only after that comes the policy,
interests, individual and collective. It is not an easy
fight. Being oppositionist nowadays means condemna-
tion of the family and its own personality to constant
pressure and the impossibility of achievement in the
fullest sense, and in professional and in other spheres.
The propaganda about the policy as a dirty business, di-
rected towards the opposition runs parallel. It should
serve as an excuse, rationalization of those who gave up
to that terrible dilemma – they are all the same, and the
opposition would behave equally, all of them are only
interested in money. (Now comes the data on the in-
come of MPs and councilors of the opposition.)
Sometimes unconsciously, but sometimes quite con-
sciously, support to such a perfidious propaganda
comes from the opposition and nongovernmental ac-
tivists as well. When some oppositionists publicly gave
up of the part of income, or even the entire salary, they
do not give just demagogic message. Don’t they inform
us that what they receive they do not deserve, and that
they really do not live by those incomes? When NGO
activists seek, in normal circumstances a natural thing,
that the officials should be elected on public competi-
tion, don’t they give the legitimacy to the practice that
will fill up the form, and again, and permanently, take
care of or set "theirs", "loyal to the state ", those who will
provide four votes?

Society of the civic immorality
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mr SERGEJ SEKULOVIĆ
Lawyer 
sergej_sekulovic@hotmail.com

decision making process? I believe it is. How? With the
real and essential reforms conducted by political elite
that does not perceive democracy as the paravane or the
necessary evil, but as the necessary precondition of sta-
bility and development of the society. We need political
elite that would act as both educated absolutist and
democratic visionary. This means that decisiveness,
courage, and devotion to building of the legal country,
notwithstanding “democratic” resistance with the par-
allel development of culture of political dialogue and
compromise, indisputably push the social processes to-
wards development of civic consciousness. At the same
time, existence of the social valves has to be affirmed,
which will constructively affirm differences. This, of
course, has to be followed by minimal consensus about
economic and social model. Economic social inclusion
has to be the follower of democratic development.
Perspective of our reality moves from institutionaliza-
tion of crisis and institutionalization of confidence. If
the negative scenario prevails, we can expect disinte-
gration of our society and note the failure of the idea
about the modern civic order based on the rule of law.
As the result, we can receive constituting of the social
model based on national principle, modeled on Bosnia
and Herzegovina, which would produce constant sys-
tem blockade.
In order to avoid such temptations, Montenegro has to
be opened from the inside, has to work on demonopo-
lization of power and strengthening of responsibility.
Finally, one or another scenario will depend on good in-
tentions and capacities of political elites. How much
they are up to it, remains to be seen.

We need political elite that acts as the educated
absolutist and as a democratic visionary

Stability of the society is primarily built from the in-
side. Logical question is: what is this introductory

sentence for?
Selecting the topic for this Bulletin, I could barely avoid
actual events. Matters of security and stability as the
precondition of social development, and democratic
processes, naturally come as the priority. Simple intro-
ductory sentence can be extended like: each society
strives to stability, but small societies are different be-
cause the big ones often guarantee and ruin their sta-
bility. Small societies build and keep its identity and
create the quality only if they are capable to build the
stability. To prove themselves as the communities! Is
this possible if societies are so deeply divided about fun-
damental issues? If there is no consensus about the na-
tional and legal status, foreign and political priorities,
national identity, economic development, and social
model, than civic Montenegro faces with the hard task,
but not with the mission impossible.
I want to remind on a diagnosis of the situation of the
Russian society in volatile times, which were the intro-
duction for more volatile times, expressed by Sergei
Bulgakov: “It is not the program standpoints of this or
that party that have led to irreconcilable conflicts,
which looked like fight against all, but the moral char-
acter of their participants that spurred conflicts and di-
vision, created the atmosphere of political lusts, that
could not be tranquilized by any means… a man no
longer existed, but only members of various political
parties or representatives of various interests, who
could only replace boundaries between them…” 
Is it possible to build bridges and avoid stopping of the
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BOJANA DESPOTOVIĆ
Journalist at Dnevne novine
bojana.despotovic@dnovine.me

Podatak da je broj građana na Birou rada u prošloj go-
dini porastao za više od osam hiljada, a od početka

ove za dodatne tri hiljade, pokazuje da je uporni rast
nezaposlenosti nesumnjivo najveći izazov sa kojim se
crnogorska ekonomija trenutno suočava.
Prema zvaničnoj statistici Zavoda za zapošljavanje,
početkom marta je u Crnoj Gori bilo 52.392 radno
sposobnih građana koji su aktivno tražili posao. Istovre-
meno, stopa nezaposlenosti iznosila je 22,58 odsto što je
najveća zabilježena vrijednost od obnove nezavisnosti
2006. godine. Problem kojem se ne nazire rješenje dobija
na značaju ukoliko se zna da zvanični podaci Zavoda ne
odgovaraju realnom stanju, budući da je priličan broj
nezaposlenih koji se ne prijavljuju na Biro rada.
Broj onih koji su izgubili radno mjesto rapidno raste od
2015., kada je za godinu evidentirano oko sedam hiljada
više nezaposlenih građana. Na naglo povećanje uticao je

početak primjene izmijenjenog Zakona o socijalnoj i
dječijoj zaštiti, koji je omogućio majkama sa troje i više
djece ostvarivanje mjesečne nadoknade. Da bi stekle
pravo na ovo primanje, majke su, pored ostalog, morale
dostaviti potvrdu o nezaposlenosti zbog čega se veliki
broj njih odlučio da napusti posao i prijavi se na Biro. Taj
trend nastavljen je i u prošloj godini.
Udio u negativnom rastu brojki zasigurno ima i rad na
crno o čijoj rasprostranjenosti nema zvaničnih podataka,
ali koji, prema procjenama, državu godišnje košta naj-

manje 100 miliona eura.
Međutim, ono na šta se ne ukazuje u dovoljnoj mjeri, a u
čemu svakako treba tražiti jedan od glavnih razloga za
rast nezaposlenosti jeste strukturna neusklađenost obra-
zovnog sistema sa potrebama privrede. U prilog ovoj tezi
ide to što je početkom marta na posao čekalo 10.867
svršenih visokoškolaca, od kojih 345 magistara i 13 dok-
tora nauka. Među nezaposlenima sa visokom stručnom
spremom prednjače ekonomisti i pravnici, a znatan je i
broj mladih koji ne uspijevaju da pronađu uposlenje sa
diplomom Fakulteta političkih nauka.
Da nam obrazovni sistem vapi za valjanom reformom
koja će stati na put hiperprodukciji pojedinih zanimanja,
govori i to što Zavod za zapošljavanje svakog mjeseca
oglasi više stotina slobodnih radnih mjesta koja ostaju
upražnjena jer na tržištu nema radnika kvalifikovanih da
zadovolje tražene uslove. Manjak stručnog kadra

posebno je vidljiv u ljetnjoj turističkoj sezoni kada u ne-
dostatku adekvatne radne snage hotelijeri, ugostitelji i
turistički poslenici zapošljavaju strance, mahom građane
neke od zemalja iz regiona.
Ulaganje u razvoj vještina i znanja tokom studija, čime bi
se mladima omogućila veća konkurentnost na tržištu rada,
i prekvalifikacija radnika treba da budu prioriteti politike
zapošljavanja aktuelne vlasti, kojoj će obezbjeđivanje
novih radnih mjesta i dalje sprečavanje rasta negativnih
brojki biti glavni zadatak u periodu pred nama.

Unemployment - problem
with pending solution
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ANTONELLA BALIĆ
Councilor in the Information service of DPS Montenegro  
antonella.balic@dps.me

the projects, or by the job position, regardless of obligations
added to employees with a regular job? How much contri-
butions are paid for employees and to which earnings? Are
the ones who speak about transparency - transparent?
Someone will say – the least from the state budget - mainly
from donations – foreign donations. And donations are not
the money of citizens? Let's say - donation of the European
Union or foreign states. Is not this money collected from
taxes collected from citizens of these countries? Does their
money deserve transparency? Even if the funds come from
private donors, the question is: why would someone finance
public benefit with the private money, but does not want it
to be shown to the public?
Do the employees in civil society organizations that have
official cars, use them out of working hours or for private
purposes? Do they park vehicles at 17h in front of the office
they use? Is this rule valid only for employees or is valid for
directors as well?
Of course, the intention of this text is not to dispute the
transparency of work of public services, and financial flows
that have to be under the public eye – but it is exposing to
ridicule and unnecessary pressure on public officials, just
because someone able to do so. In addition, let's talk about
what "the money of people" really means.
Sick leave that is not caused by the illness spends the money
of citizens. Hanging out at work also wastes the money of cit-
izens. Avoiding and postponing of decision-making; non-
payment of duties, as well. Sharing the money to citizens,
which citizens have not previously earned, as well. And at the
end, we point fingers only on civil servants.
There is only one thing that separates us from citizens to
whom the public interest is on the first place, and that is -
the intention. The intention of finger-pointing only on
those who use the money of taxpayers, in the name of the
country. The intention to use a powerful weapon in the
hands of decision makers (and citizens are decision-mak-
ers) not only for the sake of justice and values, but for the
individual and political calculations, or because we prove
our civic consciousness. Again, finger-pointing in uncon-
scionable action is a civic duty - but for the actions of all.
Only when we take care of the public money in compari-
son to all who use it, then we will be able to count on seri-
ous civil activity for the protection of the public good. As
long as we act aware that it is really good that our country
has made us easier  to spy arrogant officers with the PG-
CG registration plates, and availability of techniques al-
lowed to take pictures anytime and anywhere, what we do
will be called a trend rather than civic awareness.

Societies in transition, such as Montenegrin, meet with
the usual procedures of functioning of institutions, un-

fortunately, in the 21st century. Unfortunately for the society,
but let's just say - better late than never. Characteristics of
the society in maturation, inter alia, is that the attitude of
citizenship towards the functioning of the national system,
varies from their full lack of interest until the recognition of
their rights, which frequently have the contours of the trend.
Unfortunately for the society.
Montenegrin society has revealed the new mechanism. The
money of citizens. What a tool in the hands of decision-
makers. This mechanism has become popular especially in
relation with the public administration, bearers of public
functions and employees in the national budget. And this
is not the problem, on the contrary. Presence of public in
the work of administration undoubtedly leads to the ques-
tion important for all the citizens and more efficient work
of services. We in Montenegro already know that the public
administration has been funded by the taxpayers' money
and that it is obliged to work responsibly - but we used this
much less. However, it is not only the work of the national
bodies that is financed with the money of citizens. There
are many things that are financed with the money of the
citizens, but we don’t ask questions for the others. 
Speaking about the money of citizens, why don’t we talk
about the funds by which are financed those who, for ex-
ample, represent the citizens? Do we ask question, for ex-
ample, how are non-governmental organizations financed?
Whether they are financed from the budget? Then, why do
not we know what are the incomes of employees in organ-
izations? Are the incomes in organizations received from

Citizens’money
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NECKO ĐUROVIĆ
Professor at the High School of Economy and Tourism Bar 
necko04@t‐com.me

For a long time, educational system in Montenegro does
not provide to our youth a key knowledge and skills that

are important for the life of a modern man. Terminology
mantras such as market oriented education, dual education,
social inclusion, prevention of all types of violence, devel-
opment of civic awareness, assertive behavior, and similar,
only hide the institutional disharmony, and absence or bet-
ter to say, a priory rejection of constructive criticism. Last
year’s events related to reforms at the University of Mon-
tenegro confirmed the idea of departed PhD Dragan
Kujovićc, former Ministry of Education and Science, “to talk
about everything openly and constructively, in order to
achieve necessary social consensus as the fundamental pre-
condition for successful achievement of our reform ideas
and achievement of desired results”, is currently unachiev-
able. All our educational reforms, or at least the ones in 2001,
were pompously announced; ad hoc initiated and have
never been efficiently estimated. 
Our public, especially professional, should be introduced
with the real situation and achievements in education.
Media announcements related to poor results of PISA test-
ing and international ranking of our high-education insti-
tutions cannon be the only indicator. Analysis of such a
problem implies constant and proactive relation between
all stakeholders. Except the line ministry, social partners
(competent institutions and commercial entities), local
community, professional NGOs, and trade union organiza-
tions should express their opinion. Another aspect, which
is also equally important, is the manner of strategy review-
ing (general and specific goals), defining of processes of
changes in education and proposing of measures for

Knowledge we (do not) provide

changes of educational system. In this part, although an-
nounced almost two decades ago, nothing concretely has
been done in terms of local self-government units, with the
participation of social partners, to exercise the right on es-
tablishment, management, provision of development and
monitoring of work of educational institutions, and possi-
bility to propose to the Ministry part of preceptorial content.
It will be interesting these days to monitor considering and
defining of all law proposals related to our educational sys-
tem. The report of the Ministry about this public debate will
be indicative, as well as the manner in which they contacted
stakeholders out of educational system. 
At the end, the accent should be on two actual problems of
our educational system – depolitization and harmonization
with the EU standards. Obviously that the public consider-
ation of the mention law drafts indicated on the current dis-
putable practice of employment of professional and
managing staff, and unclear and insufficiently transparent
criteria for announcement of director and members of man-
agement boards of institutions. 
Future consideration of compatibility of changes in our edu-
cational system with the EU standards should primarily be
related to manners of financing of work of institutions and
participation in international projects. Centralized manner of
financing of educational institutions has been justified in the
part related to minimal work conditions, but it should not
condition the market behavior of institutions. Legal benefits
for participation in projects should be provided for social part-
ners and local communities, for projects that would provide
important practical experiences, and education institutions
to provide consultancy services and certain trainings, so their

employees and students can exer-
cise rights and attain professional
qualifications. Engagement of the
teaching staff and lecturers in free
activities should be supported by
financial and status benefits. A
good example, which we do not
practice sufficiently, is involve-
ment of our schools and faculties
in IPA projects.
After all of the above mentioned,
it is clear that the reform of edu-
cational system should be con-
ducted as coordinated, bit not
strongly controlled and deter-
mined process.
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SEKULA RAIČEVIĆ
Head of the student service at the Faculty of Political Sciences
politickenauke@t‐com.me

Considering that the faculty educated citizens are in-
telectual leaders of a society, it is important to em-

phasize all over again the importance of studying as the
comprehensive transformation from the adolescent into
the profound view of the world. For that reason, studies
may not be perceived as the schematic road towards
diplomas, which does not guarantee adequate position-
ing at the labour market. More than ever, it is important
to profile the socially engaged student, the one who will
be aware from the very beginning of opportunities for
progreesing of the community he lives in, and change
now traditional  image about the student as the con-
formis seeking the title.   
Holding the old teaching standards, seams that the high
educations system in Montenegro still neglects the prin-
ciples of modern time. The impression is that the focus is
far from developemnt of enforceable knowledge, and that
theoretical knowledge comes into the first plan. The prac-
tice is also missing and is losing in the crowd of definitions,
theoremes, quotations...   The reality is grounded on other
foundations. Very fast, globalized society demands faster
decision making. In other words, it is based on new man-
ner of thinking. In that regards, Universities are a kind of
recruit centers for the ones who should efficiently bear
with all transitional challenges. Principles of passive learn-
ing of lessons are still deeply rooted, and have nothing to
search in such a dynamic system. This reminds on con-
stant repetition that has no content or essence.
In order to change the image, it is important to make ef-
forts in implementation of true reforms. That should not
be dead letter, which has been the case earlier. Their gen-
erator should primarily be the university as the whole,

and all its departments individually: faculty administra-
tions, teaching staff, student organizations… administra-
tions should promote good practice examples, should
take care about characteristics, professors should be the
main inspirers of the student’s intellectual engagement,
and the students themselves should influence on spiri-
tual climate of the whole country, through various forms
of organizing. Decision makers would hardly stay im-
mune on this. Measure of all is the ultimate result – up
to which extent these activities have really contributed
to the overall image, or if they were only one of the num-
ber of things to fulfill the form, in order to satisfy per-
sonal ambitions.

High education system still neglects
the achievements of modern times

System should be changed
from the inside 

System should be changed from the inside. What
comes from the outside are only inputs that cannot
have the fertile ground unless the terrain is adequately
prepared. When it comes to high education area, the
European Union sets the high scale, but the change is
inevitable without ejecting of “bugs” from the midst of
the mechanism. And this can only do the useful edu-
cation, the one that forces students to think about oc-
currences and phenomena, situations of constant
action. “Eyes and ears are bad witnesses to people if
they have uncultured souls”, said Heraclitus. Accord-
ingly, the society deprived of souls in the most impor-
tant and creative manner, can hardly make progress –
and is punished to stand on its place constantly.
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LEJLA ABDIĆ ĐOKOVIĆ
NGO Parents, Program Coordinator
lejla.a.djokovic@gmail.com

Parenting is the only role in life, for which we can never
fully prepare, if we neglect the technical details and

face directly with the essence of the parental role in the
care and upbringing of a child. We all have different mod-
els and approaches and we all believe that we work in the
best interests of the child.
This is the case when we share slaps, in order to "focus"
the child to adopt socially acceptable habits and behavior,
even though the prescribed form of behavior, especially
in the early years, is completely contrary to the child's de-
velopmental needs.
However, the vast majority of us are not even familiar with
the needs of the child (with the exception of the basic bi-
ological needs) and we don’t even know how to act. Then
we apply the models that we have learned from our par-
ents as we grew up. And somehow we've forgotten on our
needs while we were at that age.
The new Family Law adopted in June 2016 prescribes a
prohibition of physical punishments of children by par-
ents / guardians and all the people who take care of the
child. Educational slaps are no longer practice.
Wonderful news for the improvement of children's rights
and prevention of serious forms of violence. However, the
law has come at a time and the place where it is socially

acceptable to give a slap, but where, at the same time, lack
the support services that can inform parents that there
are different models of education and manners to fight
for the proper upbringing of children.
The research on knowledge, attitudes and practices in re-
lation to violence against children, which was carried out
in late 2016 (SOS Niksic, Center for Women's Rights and
UNICEF) says that more than a half of parents, but also
part of adolescents, believe that it is all right to use violent
acts, such as physical and verbal punishment in the up-
bringing of children. Almost 40 percent of citizens believe
that the strict, traditional upbringing style is the best and
the most efficient. Many people believe that permissive
upbringing style leads to disrespect of authority.
The new Family Law has been adopted and will come into
force from May 2017. However, it is sure that our society
is not ready for this Law, even though the encouraging
statistics shows that 77 percent of people think that cer-
tain steps should be taken to stop physical punishment,
and also the support that will help parents to change and
improve educational models.
Organized support does not even exist, and Centers for
Social Welfare that are responsible for the work with par-
ents, still do not have created models in order to provide
prevention and treatment for such cases.

Are we ready to adopt laws?

SOS line for parents – the place
for support 

For that reason, NGO Parents launched the
first national SOS phone line for parents, as the
place for support for all parents in Montenegro,
in parts related to upbringing of children, parents
competence, improvement of communication
with children or a young person within the family,
and finding the answers on many other issues re-
lated to protection of children’s needs, rights and
responsibilities. SOS number 080 888 888 is free,
confidential and anonymous and provides the ac-
cess to the service intended for citizens from all
Montenegrin municipalities. 
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MILETA RADOVANIĆ
GP URA, member of the Central Board
mileta.radovanic@yahoo.com

People perceive Norway as the promised land and one
of the most developed countries worldwide. However,

on the spot and in direct contact with citizens and deci-
sion-makers, what is being told becomes reality – the im-
pression is even better. The same was in my case. After a
week and after visits to Oslo and Lillehammer; I saw that
the rich country, where people enjoy in prosperity in a
true sense of the word, was not utopia - it really exists, just
a few hours flight far. Norway is probably the best exam-
ple of modern capitalistic state, state of social justice, free
market, the state that has the majority share in vital eco-
nomic areas. To describe my impressions, I’ll start with
comparative method, comparing my hometown Berane
and small Norwegian town Lillehammer.           
Berane is the small town in north of Montenegro and has
almost 30.000 citizens. Budget of the municipality for
2016 was almost seven million euros, and the number of
employees at the Municipality Berane service is almost
300 people. Lillehammer is the town in Norway, which,
according to the census in 2011, has less than 27.000 peo-
ple, and the budget of about ten  million euros, and forty
employees at the local self-government. On the first sight,
observing the general information, we notice some con-
tradictions. Cities of similar geographic, demographic,
and other characteristics have diametrically opposite
budgets and the number of employees in local self-gov-
ernments. What especially makes Lillehammer special
and what shows its economic power is the fact that the
town was the host of 1994 Winter Olympics. The host of

one of the greatest events was this small town. This was a
good indicator of its economic capacities and resources.
Can you imagine Berane or some other town of a similar
size doing the same? I can’t, unfortunately. And it was not
only 20 years ago, but in 2016 also, Lillehammer was the
host of Winter Olympics for youth and everything was
perfectly organized. Accommodation, transportation of
participants, everything functioned perfectly. 
When it comes to economic order of Norway, I was espe-
cially impressed that their three greatest and the most
profitable companies (oil company, bank ad Telenor) had
majority in national ownership and that direct foreign in-
vestments make only small part of the overall budget of
the country. This explains successful economic model and
adequate manner of managing with the national re-
sources. And that awareness of citizens of Norway is de-
veloped shows the fact that despite the fact that oil
industry is their main supporter, they allocate huge
amounts for researching of alternative fuels and for de-
velopment of sources of “green” energy. For example,
Green Party, with its few percents of support, was invited
to participate with authorities in order to start on time
with the necessary education of people about this topic.
I could write a lot about Norway, but the most important
impression is that the country has its order, where citizens
enjoy in welfare and life a life worth of man, which is not
unachievable ideal. This really exists. Models of good prac-
tice should be taken, adapt them to our conditions and start
to work, the results will come, for the benefit of all of us.
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Life in welfare is not 
unachievable ideal
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Seminar on challenges of the state on
the road towrds the EU opened XV 

generation of SDL  

In the mid of February, SDL selected new XV gener-
ation of School of Democratic Leadership. This genera-
tion is composed of 24 participants, and among them is
significant number of MPs of Montenegrin Parliament,
high political functionaries of parliamentary parties and
representatives of executive power, as well as editors and
journalists of almost all Montenegrin media. After the
selection process, ceremonial opening of new generation
took place and the first seminar afterwards.
H.E. Aivo Orav, Ambassador of the EU Delegation to
Montenegro, H.E. Arne Sannes Bjornstad, Ambassador
of Norway and Mr Zoran Pažin, Vice President of the
Government for political system and internal and foreign      
policy of Montenegro opened this year’s program for 
XV generation of SDL.

Cooperation with the partner 
Political Schools 

Political School in Macedonia “Mother Teresa” organ-
ized its final seminar from 31 March until 2 April 2017, for
this year’s generation of participants. On that occasion,
they hosted the representatives of Montenegrin School.
Director of SDL Montenegro, Mr Boris Raonic held a lec-
ture about the process of Montenegrin integrations and
similarities of Montenegrin and Macedonian political
and social situation. Goal of cooperation was to
strengthen it, exchange experiences and eventual exam-
ples of good practice.  

New phase of the project about the
efficient use of energy

School of Democratic Leadership will implement the
new phase of the initiative "Public dialogue about the effi-
cient use of energy at the South East Europe" jointly with
the partner school from the region, in the following pe-
riod. Like in previous years, this phase will continue with
the support of the Open Regional Fund for the South East
Europe - Energy Efficiency (ORF-EE), of the German or-
ganization Deutsche Gessellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), and will be focused on work with
the parliamentarians.

NEWS FROM SDL

* Images in the Bulletin have been taken from the Internet, in accordance with the Creative Commons license.
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